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--------------------------- EARLY ACCESS WARNING: THIS GAME IS STILL IN ALPHA, EARLY ACCESS STATE. YOU
MIGHT ENCOUNTER BUGS. YOU MIGHT ENCOUNTER CTD'S AND YOU MIGHT GET FRUSTRATED. BUT, IF

YOU BUY THIS GAME, YOU WILL ALSO HAVE THE CHANCE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE SHAPING OF A GREAT
GAME --------------------------

Dwelvers is a real time strategy game where The player takes the role of an evil Dungeon Lord who guide its minions through
building their own dungeon, below and above the surface. Manage elaborate production chains, cater to the needs and quirks of

each monster and lead them to battles against other monsters and pathetic humans.

The most challenging part for the player will be creating an advanced production system so as to have enough food to keep the
creatures well fed, enough weapons and armour to outfit their army as a force to be reckoned with, and of course enough beer to

keep them satisfied with you as their master. A drunk minion is a happy minion! The theme of the game will have a lot of
dark humour, and each creature will have its own personality, demands and fighting style; forcing the player to handle all the

creatures in different ways in order to max out their potential. A happy minion is a useful minion!

Features:

 Multi Layered dungeon: The dungeons are not only scary, they are also deep!

 Free form room building: Set the size and shape of your rooms and build the inside of them. no run-of-the-mill pre
designed rooms, your dungeons is uniquely yours!

 Monsters equipment: Craft and equip different weapons and armours for your creatures. some of those weapons can
only be found through looting enemy rooms.

  Below and Above surface: In Dwelvers, you will have the option of raiding above surface human settlements and
seamlessly transit between the surface and below.
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  Extended production system will see you managing the production of several resources in evil efficiency

  Hydraulics system that allows players to build elaborated traps and dynamically changing walls that are triggered by
pressure plates.

  Trade with off map settlements by capturing portals.
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Title: Dwelvers
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Rasmus Ljunggren
Publisher:
Dancing Devils
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.2 GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB of Video Memory

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound Card

English
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I wanted to get this game to give it a quick review seeing as no one else (in my language) has.
Alright, God Simulator everyone.

Its exactly how it looks and sounds from the video. you select 3 out of 4 options of what you want your world to be made out of.
Trees, mountains, lakes, and rocks. Once thats done you choose... animals and events? to happen. Theres also a SCORE counter
at the bottem left. The tutorial of the game tells you basic camra controls and nothing of the game itself. When you start a game
your told what to do, but even that is extreamly vague. The FONT for the 'events' sandstorm (not dust storm as it says in its
desc) rain, big rain, and fog and something else, is Horrible. The UI is garbage.
One little thing that upset me is the game is based around humans, fair enough, but when Humans are summoned a 'food and
happiness' shows up on the top upper left. The happiness is represented by =) face, while hunger is represented by a crudely
drawn image of Pizza. Yep.. This game has a fancy graphic and it's a fair and competitive deathmatch.
I reccomend this game!!

CONS: not a lot of people play this game :(. English review is below the chinese one
\u662f\u4e00\u6b3e\u6709\u8da3\u7684\u626b\u96f7\u6e38\u620f\uff01\uff01\uff01\u5341\u5c42\u4ee5\u524d\u96be\u5ea
6\u4e0d\u5927\uff0c\u540e\u671f\u9700\u8981\u52a8\u52a8\u8111\u5b50\u548c\u4e00\u4e9b\u8fd0\u6c14\u3002\u5341\u5
c42\u4ee5\u540e\u8981\u6ce8\u610f\u4e00\u4e0b\u602a\u7269\u7684\u653b\u51fb\u529b\u548c\u81ea\u5df1\u7684\u8840\
u91cf\uff0c\u4e0d\u7136\u5bb9\u6613\u7a81\u7136gg\u7136\u540e\u5931\u53bb\u89d2\u8272\u30028\u5c0f\u65f6\u89e3\
u9501\u4e86\u6240\u6709\u7684\u4eba\u7269\uff0c\u6e38\u620f\u8fdb\u5ea6\u53ef\u4ee5\u4fdd\u5b58\uff0c\u53ef\u4ee5\
u7528\u96f6\u788e\u7684\u65f6\u95f4\u73a9\u3002\u4e0d\u540c\u89d2\u8272\u7684\u73a9\u6cd5\u8fd8\u662f\u5f88\u4e0
d\u4e00\u6837\u7684\uff0c\u6709\u7b80\u5355\u7684\u4e5f\u6709\u96be\u7684\u3002\u603b\u4f53\u6765\u8bb2\u662f\u
4e2a\u6709\u610f\u601d\u7684rl\u6e38\u620f\uff0c\u5e0c\u671b\u4ee5\u540e\u80fd\u63a8\u51fa\u66f4\u591a\u6a21\u5f0f

As a person who loves minesweeper, Radical Dungeon Sweeper offers me a chance to review my love of minesweeper.
Different characters have very different playing style, some are easier and some are significantlly hard. I unlock all 8 characters
after playing for 8 hours, and I really enjoy this game. Just a reminder that you need to pay attention when youre at level 15
after, because you can die by attacking a monster that has 10 hp(That's how I lose my favourite character ;-;). All in all, it's a fun
rl game and hope my reveiw can help you :D Hope there can be more than one game mode. I was enjoying the game, despite its
flaws, until it came to the North Pole level and smacked me in the face with sudden anti-Native racism. My thoughts:

"Okay, this character is definitely a member of one of the northern native tribes, and he's an 'Eskimo.'"

"Aaaaand he's speaking in broken English, unlike every other character so far."

"AND HE'S DUMB ENOUGH TO SIT STILL AND LET SNOW BURY HIM????"
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No recommendation, refund requested.. As many of the other commenters have said, this is a game that aspires to be a
Professor Layton game. Except, of course, there are a number of giant flaws that make the game completely unpalatable, unlike
Professor Layton.

1. Puzzles are rather easy for the first three chapters ("Find the gigantic name scrawled on the wall and input it into the answer
box.") and suddenly spike up to "lots of brute force required"-difficulty ("Which of these four hands of cards has the best
chance of winning a game of Variant Poker?") during the last chapter. It's as if the developers had no idea who their target
audience would be, so they just mashed up a bunch of random puzzles and riddles and called it a game.

2. Puzzles are ambiguously worded in many cases (The bug spray can't be "next to" the bugs? Is that "orthogonally" or
"orthogonally and diagonally"?), thus making it impossible to determine which solution was intended. In some cases, multiple
solutions are accepted, but in others, they are not.

3. The rhythm "puzzles". The game asks you to repeat the rhythm of a certain tune it plays. That's it. No puzzle elements in it
whatsoever, so I'm really not sure what it's doing here. If I wanted a rhythm game, I would have bought a rhythm game, not a
puzzle game. On this note [pun not intended], the tune always plays twice, save for one exception right in the middle of the
game, which only plays once. This is unnecessarily annoying and time-consuming in the first instance, and disorienting in the
second.

4. Completely unbalanced hint system. Either the hint system is useless (in that the information it gives you is information you
already know), or that it gives you information you yourself couldn't work out (which defeats the whole purpose of a puzzle). In
one particular case; namely, a puzzle asking you to count the number of mate-in-ones on a chessboard; the hint itself gives
completely false information (a king moving out the path of a rook can only give discovered check in six ways, not seven).

5. No explanations for your answer's truth value. It only tells you whether your answer is right or wrong. Normally, this wouldn't
be a problem. However, given the problems noted above, this just makes the game ridiculously unplayable, and turns the game
into one of "Guess what the person who made this puzzle was thinking when he came up with an incorrect answer which we
won't hint at!"

6. The puzzle resets itself if you get it incorrect (which, during the last few chapters, is practically inevitable). You got it
incorrect due to a slightly misplaced piece? Have fun placing them back in.

7. Sliding puzzles. There are at least 40 of them in the game. However, as far as I dare to check, they are all of the same size
(3x3), and there is a trivial method for solving sliding puzzles, making these pure timewasters.

8. Plot holes everywhere. What happened to the balloonist? Did Lukatello make it out alive? Is Doyle really completely
incompetent at this whole "keeping one's intentions secret", and is May TRULY so stupid that she doesn't suspect a thing until
Doyle meets Uter (yet is apparently intelligent enough to be able to solve brute-force 4-piece dissection puzzles in her head)?!
How do we even know that that person IS Uter (and not one of Uter's lackeys), and that Doyle isn't merely Uter in disguise?!

The key difference between this "puzzle game" and any game from the Professor Layton series is that this game seems to want
to be at odds with puzzle-solving immersion, as if the creators of the game hated puzzles with all their fortunes and wanted to
intentionally ruin peoples' puzzle-solving experiences while raking in money for a garbage product.

All in all, it is an absolutely horrible game with no respect whatsoever for the player's time. Your \u00a36.99 would be far better
spent on, say, Braid, QUBE, or Sokobond; where the creator has actually test-solved all the puzzles and verified that they aren't
completely outrageously impossible or broken. Don't even bother getting this game unless it's to verify my observations, in fact;
I wouldn't even take it for free.. Another great Leisure Suit Larry game in the same vein as the first two. If you enjoyed them
and want more, this game offers much of the same, which isn't a bad thing if you enjoy old school Sierra games. The story was
enjoyable, there was an interesting twist, the humor was laugh out loud funny (at times) and it was all around a good experience.
There is one catch, though; if you decide to give this one a shot, I recommend looking up the official manual online as it is
required in several parts of the game.. There are some really good parts to the three stories in Entre-Deux: Cursed but they only
show themselves a little bit. They feel a bit rushed in many parts which is sad because they seem to have a great deal of lore to
them. That is almost part of the issue. Much of the lore is not explained or not explained very much. Terms, places, religions,
there is a whole world going on in these stories but I haven\u2019t the faintest idea what this world is most of the time. The
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soundtrack is good, a bit repetitive but good none the less. The Entre-Deux story was by far the best of the bunch. Dark Fairies
and Cursed Queen was also decent. Witch and Seimoya was easily the weakest. It lacked any real chocies to make to affect the
story. All 3 sufffered from a turn based combat part in which you have no control over which moves are used which makes the
entire battle random and out of your hands. This should have been scrapped or the player should be given more choice in the
combat like a real turn based strategy game. It was infuriating to have to redo one battle three times due to no fault of my own.

\tI played Entre-Deux: Cursed on Linux on version 2.0 of the game. It never crashed on me once. I didn\u2019t encounter any
typos or spelling errors. It supported manual saves and plenty of slots for them. I finished all three stories in a total of 32
minutes. I am not against short games if it provides a good experience but the developer should have taken a bit more time to
flesh out the stories more given all of the background details and so they didn\u2019t feel so rushed. I paid $2.29 CAD for it
and while that isn\u2019t much money it still feels a bit light for content. There are a lot of visual novels out there which offer a
better story, more choices and similar cost. I think the developer shows potential with this and hopefully their other games hit
the mark better.

My Score: 5.5\/10

My System:

AMD Ryzen 5 2600X | 16GB DDR4-3000 CL15 | MSI RX 580 8GB Gaming X | Mesa 18.3.3 | Manjaro Mate | Kernel
4.20.11-1-MANJARO
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This is a fun little action-roguelike. It's great for a quick run, but also has that addictive "one more try" factor. There's good
variety in the environments and random loot. Seems well balanced. The music is great, but a few more tracks would be nice. A
controller is definitely the best way to play this. Thumbs up!. Pixel Puzzles 2: RADical ROACH is like the other Pixel Puzzles
Games a \u201csimple\u201d Puzzle Game. I played every Game from the Series so far and solved every puzzle.
I don\u2019t like the setting of this installment of the series that much, but since I enjoyed the other games, I bought it anyways.
Like in the other newer installments of the Pixel Puzzle Games, the game saves your progress in the Puzzles automatically, so
you can quit at any moment and continue later on.
You also can choose again if you want the pieces of the Puzzles to rotate or not.
Overall, there is nothing you can complain about. Also in every Puzzle the pieces have different shapes, what makes the puzzles
more fun.
It\u2019s a lot of fun to solve the puzzles. I enjoyed it again, even though the motives aren\u2019t 100% mine like said earlier.
The only thing that they made worse than in the other installments are the background colors of the puzzles. You always had a
variety of different colors from brighter to darker colors. This time, you can only choose between different darker colors. What
is especially unfortunate for this game, since a lot of the Puzzle motives are already pretty dark, so it is often really hard to see
the edges of the pieces, and so it\u2019s harder to check where a piece could belong. It\u2019s also somewhat exhausting for
the eyes in my feeling.
Overall I can still recommend the game. It\u2019s a very good and enjoyable Puzzle Game again. So if you\u2019re looking for
a good and relaxing Puzzle game, you came to the right place. Although if you\u2019re new to the Series I would recommend
starting with another installment of the Series, like Pixel Puzzles 2: Space. Check the games out :)
And of course, if you are, like me, a fan of the Pixel Puzzles Games, you can\u2019t make anything wrong if you buy it.
. A hidden object game where, instead of finding things in a 2-Dimensional picture, you find things in a small 3-Dimensional
landscape, rotating it in order to see from different angles.
It sounds like a good idea on paper, but the execution leaves something to be desired. You can barely rotate the environments at
all, controls are poor and fiddly, and it's not always clear what you have to find or do. It also crashed on me a couple times.
Also, the story for this game was written by and for kindergateners on acid. The princess turns into a monster for some reason
but is then kidnapped by aliens. You want to go after them but you must get a map from some pirates and gas from a jungle
temple. That's as far as I got before it crashed for the second time and I gave up.
It's kind of amusing just because the story is so weird, but I wouldn't spend money on it.. Another game with an artistic vision
but no game design skills.

This is some of the worst gameplay I've experienced in a long time.
- Pixel hunting. Those tiny hit boxes are simply wrong.
- Poor controls. I've been patient with them, because they kind of fit the squid theme, but they are quite wearisome nonetheless.
- Deplorable visibility. Interesting art, incompetent presentation. The squid camouflaged over the train. Things of interest
hidden in backgrounds. Doors tiny (I often get stuck inside rooms.) Now remember the tiny hit boxes.
- Grind. Lots of things need a repeat. After charging the train 37 identical times, I almost left. But I'm stubborn. The tornado
room, however... well, I passed it, obdurately, yet I knew, grinding it, that it would be the last. I'm done. When a game feels like
labour, it's a fail.
- Shall I mention the sad, sad GUI ? I mean, there is a mini-menu, sort of. Okay, I don't mention it.

You can solve most puzzles, really, just by clicking randomly or shaking the squid until something moves. The others will
require even more patience, but no more than 1 gray cell.. I do not know how to use this add-on. I bought it in order to increase
the look of my cessna dashboard.

 I have paid for this add-on and reached out to ask for support when i couldnt see any changes and i have not received an
answer.

Does this add a plane to my choice of planes? i do not see that there is a new plane added. I also do not see any changes to my
existing cessnas.

Due to not seeing any change or a new plane and not receiving any clear instruction i asked for a refund within 4 hours, but my
refund request was denied and no one explained to me how to use this add-on.

When i download the manual for this add-on all i see it control instructions, this does not help me because i do not know howto
add the plane.
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How do i use this add-on, can anyone help since obviously i am not getting a refund?
. enjoyable point and click, nice grapgics and story and no prob playing on win 10, would def play again and any other game that
came out like it. My only peeve ..i carried a cut orange in inventory from the beginning of the game to the end and never needed
it! lol!

DW2 Discord server:
For patch notes and more details on development progress visit Drunken Wrestlers 2 Discord server:
https://discord.gg/dw2. Drunken Wrestlers 2 Apparently this is a malware now?:
I got several people telling me that Kaspersky antivirus now says this game is a malware
(UDS:DangerousObject.Multi.Generic).
This happened yesterday out of nowhere. At that moment, the game has not been updated since 16.05.2019, so i know that this
happened not because of some change in the game.

Why it happened?. Why this game is Free:
TL;DR: Please buy the DLC so i can support the game 

⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀
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